Abstract-We suggest a decoding algorithm of -ary linear codes, which we call supercode decoding. It ensures the error probability that approaches the error probability of minimumdistance decoding as the length of the code grows. For ¡ £ ¢ ¥ ¤ the algorithm has the maximum-likelihood performance. The asymptotic complexity of supercode decoding is exponentially smaller than the complexity of all other methods known. The algorithm develops the ideas of covering-set decoding and split syndrome decoding.
I. INTRODUCTION
M AXIMUM-likelihood decoding is the most powerful decoding method from the point of view of transmission reliability. However, its applications are hindered by high implementation complexity. Even the best known methods with maximum likelihood or similar performance have complexity that grows exponentially with the length of the code. The goal of this work is to study maximumlikelihood decoding with reduced complexity.
The transmission model that we assume is the -ary symmetric channel. Maximum-likelihood decoding for this channel is performed by minimizing the (Hamming) distance between the received vector and the code. Therefore, this decoding is usually called minimum-distance decoding. Let be the linear space of -ary vectors of length over the field Then given a linear code , our problem is to implement the mapping such that where If for a certain this equality holds for several code vectors, the value of is chosen arbitrarily from them.
Reducing the algorithmic complexity of this decoding is a notoriously difficult task. Since even finding the number of errors is known to be NP-hard [6] (actually even finding an approximation to this number up to any given constant Manuscript received May 11, 1998 ; revised November 23, 1998 . The material in this paper was presented in part at the IEEE International Symposium on Information Theory, Ulm, Germany, June 29-July 4, 1997.
A. Barg is NP-hard, see [2] ), the most optimistic goal, assuming that , can be to reduce the exponent of the complexity of minimum-distance decoding algorithms.
Complexity of decoding algorithms is currently a subject of extensive study in coding theory. However, the way of measuring complexity itself is seldom discussed or specified, which sometimes results in listing as comparable algorithms that are performed under different computation models. In our paper we work with the following two models: random-access machines (RAM's) [1] and Boolean circuits. Roughly speaking, the RAM is a computing device which has unrestricted amount of memory with direct access and performs basic operations similar to those performed by Turing machines. This computational model corresponds to "real-life" computers. Most algorithms in coding theory that are currently studied are formulated under the implicit assumption of this model. The complexity is measured by the number of operations (time complexity) and the amount of memory used by the algorithm (space complexity). Implementation of decoders by Boolean circuits allows performing basic operations in parallel. This approach has also a long history in coding theory [28] . The complexity is measured by the number of gates in the circuit (size) and the length of the longest path from an input gate to an output gate (depth). In our work we discuss implementation of decoders under both models.
Known decoding methods with complexity asymptotically less than that of exhaustive search can be roughly divided into three groups, namely, gradient-like methods, syndrome decoding, and information-set decoding. Methods in the first class include minimal-vectors algorithm [22] and zero-neighbors algorithm [26] . The common feature of these methods is the use of a certain fixed (precomputed) set of codewords in order to successively improve the current decision. The underlying idea bears similarity with methods of steepest descent in continuous spaces. As for syndrome decoding, the only known improvement on its trivial implementation, called below split syndrome decoding, was achieved in [14] .
The last group of methods is better studied [27] , [9] , [11] , [24] , [15] , [29] , [8] and yields algorithms with best known asymptotic complexity, though the decoding error probability that they ensure approaches that of minimumdistance decoding only for codes of growing length Methods that we discuss can be viewed as modifications of covering-set decoding. This algorithm has been discovered several times in different contexts. A version of covering set decoding appeared in a 1969 report of J. Omura, see [10, pp. 119-127] . Later Omura's algorithm was rediscovered and used 0018-9448/99$10.00 © 1999 IEEE in cryptoanalysis [29] . Paper [9] discussed the use of covering designs in decoding. In the asymptotic setting this algorithm was analyzed in [11] and [24] .
Unless specified otherwise, a code in this paper means a -ary linear code. Below we frequently refer to random linear codes. By this we mean codes defined by parity-check matrices with independent entries chosen from with uniform distribution. Metric properties of this ensemble of codes have been studied relatively well (see, e.g., [4] for a review). We shall study asymptotic properties of this ensemble, meaning that we estimate certain parameters of codes of a given length , then allow to grow, and study the asymptotic behavior of the estimates. Usually as , a property under consideration is valid for all codes in the ensemble except for a fraction of codes that tends to exponentially in We abbreviate this by saying that the property is valid for almost all codes (or simply for most codes). Since almost all codes in this ensemble meet the Gilbert-Varshamov (GV) bound [20] , we compare different algorithms for codes with the GV parameters.
Let us introduce some notation. Let be an linear code and be the Gilbert-Varshamov distance, i.e., the distance guaranteed by the greedy algorithm that constructs a linear code by adding columns to its parity-check matrix is such a way that any or fewer are linearly independent. Formally, is the maximal number such that
The relative GV distance is the limit value of as Let be the rate of the code, then is the smallest positive root of the equation , where is the entropy function.
By their nature, decoding algorithms admit a certain error rate due to an occasional high number of errors in the channel. The idea of reducing the decoding complexity is to allow an algorithmic error whose rate has at most the same order as that of inherent error events. The overall decoding error rate for long codes is then essentially the same as that of the minimum-distance decoding.
This line of research was initiated by the work of Evseev [19] . He has studied decoding in discrete additive channels. Let be a finite input alphabet and a finite output alphabet of the channel (say, an additive group). A channel is called additive if , i.e., the error process does not depend on the message transmitted. Let be the error probability of maximum-likelihood decoding. Evseev has proved that any decoding algorithm that examines most probable error patterns has error probability Specializing this for the -ary symmetric channel and using the definition of , we observe that given an linear code, inspecting all possible errors in the sphere of radius around the received word rather than all error patterns at most doubles the decoding error probability. Based on this, Evseev [19] proposed a general decoding algorithm whose asymptotic complexity improved all the methods known at that time.
This work opened a new page in the study of decoding algorithms of general linear codes. Papers [5] , [11] , [12] , [14] , [15] , and [25] introduced new decoding methods and provided theoretical justification of already known ones.
In the asymptotic setting this approach was later supplemented by the following important result.
Theorem 1 [7] : The covering radius of almost all random linear codes equals Remark: Most of the results in this paper are formulated for long linear codes. Strictly speaking, this means that we study families of codes of growing length. Let be such a family. Suppose there exists the limit called the rate of the family. The statement of the theorem means that if is the covering radius of , then with probability the quotient Theorem 1 implies that for long linear codes correcting a little more than errors ensures the same output error rate as complete minimum-distance decoding. For these reasons, algorithms considered below restrict themselves to decoding in the sphere of radius
In the rare case that the algorithms find no codeword at all, we can take any codeword as the decoding result. Asymptotically this will not affect the decoding error rate. We wish to underline that these algorithms, in contrast to gradient-like methods [22] , [26] , perform complete maximum-likelihood decoding only in the limit as Their error probability as a function of approaches the error probability of complete maximumlikelihood decoding (the limit of their quotient is one).
Recently, Dumer [16] , [17] extended both results to the case of much more general channels. Namely, he has proved [16] that for a symmetric channel with finite input and arbitrary output , a decoding algorithm that examines most probable vectors of has error probability This enabled him to construct general maximum-likelihood soft-decision decoding algorithms with reduced complexity similar in spirit to the known hard-decision decoding methods.
Algorithms that we discuss examine a list of plausible candidates for the decoder output. Our sole concern will be that the transmitted codeword appear in this list. If later it fails to be chosen, this is a part of the inherent error event rather than the fault of a specific decoder. Note that in practice we often do not need to store the whole list, keeping only the most plausible candidate obtained so far.
More details and a general overview are found in [4] . This paper is organized as follows. In the next section we overview known results, with which we later compare our algorithm. Since our algorithm uses the ideas of two known methods, covering-set decoding [11] , [24] and split syndrome decoding [14] , we discuss these algorithms in a greater detail. In Section III we introduce a new decoding method, the supercode algorithm. We begin with an example, introducing a new decoder for the binary code. This decoder captures many features of the general method.
In the same section we prove the validity of the algorithm, i.e., its minimum-distance performance. Finally, Section IV is devoted to estimating the complexity of the method and some comparisons.
II. PRELIMINARIES
Minimum-distance decoding can be accomplished either by inspecting all codewords of (time complexity or by storing the table of syndromes and coset leaders (space complexity
The last method is called syndrome decoding. The only known algorithm that yields an asymptotic improvement of these methods based on geometric properties of the code itself, i.e., without introducing an additional algorithmic error rate, is the zero-neighbors algorithm [26] . The decoding is accomplished by iterative refinements of the current decision much in the same way as are standard optimization methods in continuous spaces. However, since our space is discrete, in order to determine the direction that reduces the value of the objective function (the distance between the received vector and the closest codeword found) one has to inspect a certain subset of codewords called zero neighbors. It is shown in [26] that this subset lies entirely inside the sphere of radius about , where is the covering radius of the code. Both time and space complexity of this decoding are governed by the size of this set. By Theorem 1, the covering radius for almost all codes of rate grows as Thus the complexity of this algorithm for codes of rate is dominated by the asymptotic size of the sphere of radius , given in Lemma 11 below. This leads to the following result.
Theorem 2 [26] : Let be an linear code. For any , zero-neighbors decoding always finds a closest codeword. For almost all codes it can be implemented by a sequential algorithm with both time and space complexity , where
A parallel implementation of this decoding requires a Boolean circuit of size and depth For instance, for , the complexity of this decoding is exponentially smaller than that of the exhaustive search for This is also smaller than the time complexity of the decoding algorithm in [19] for high code rates.
However, as shown in [3] , this approach seems to have already reached its limits. Namely, a result in [3] shows that any "gradient-like" decoding method for binary codes all of whose codewords have even weight has to examine all zero neighbors. (See [3] for definitions and exact formulations.) For this reason we turn our attention to information-set decoding. We give some details of implementation of this algorithm for long linear codes. This is done because our new algorithm is a development of these ideas and is much easier understood if the reader keeps them in mind. Below we use a shorthand notation for the set of code coordinates. By we denote the projection of a vector on a subset By we denote the submatrix of a matrix that is formed by columns with numbers in The symbol denotes zero or the all-zero vector, as appropriate. By we always denote a positive infinitesimal. A -subset is called an information set (or a message set) if all codewords differ in these positions (i.e., the submatrix of the generator matrix of is nonsingular). The remaining coordinates form a check set.
The general information set decoding proceeds as follows. Let be a parity-check matrix of and let be the collection of all information sets with respect to Given a message , we find a codeword corresponding to it as For any information set , it is possible to choose a basis of so that Then If the error vector has zeros on , we shall be able to find the transmitted word from the received word Therefore, information set decoding can be accomplished by successively inspecting information sets of and encoding the corresponding parts of the received vector However, actually finding the set is very difficult. A few nontrivial examples are found in [21] , [30] , and [25] ; see also [4] . Therefore, to implement the general information-set decoding algorithm, we have to specify a way of choosing information sets. One obvious suggestion is to take random uniformly distributed -subsets of
We call the following algorithm covering-set decoding because it, in essence, produces a random covering design (see [11] , [24] , and [4] , see also the next section). Let A key result in [11] and [24] states that as the length of the code grows, any coordinates form an "almost" information set, i.e., that the codimension of the space of code vectors in any coordinates is small. This means that the number of code vectors that project identically on any coordinates, i.e., the size of the list for any , is small. The following lemma shows that this size grows as and, therefore, does not contribute to the main term of the complexity estimate. We prove a slightly better estimate for the corank of square submatrices of a random matrix than the one in [11] and [24] . To our knowledge, this estimate does not appear in the existing literature.
Lemma 3:
Let be a random matrix over For almost all matrices, the corank of every square submatrix is
Proof: Let us estimate the probability that a random matrix has rank Every -matrix of rank corresponds to a linear mapping that takes to a -dimensional space that can be viewed as a subspace of The number of image subspaces is Likewise, the number of kernels of a rank mapping is Every choice of the basis in the subspace accounts for a different matrix. The number of bases in equals Therefore, the number of square matrices of order and rank equals Thus where we have estimated by
Estimating the Gaussian binomial, we obtain For , the constant factor here is less than since the omitted terms are always less than . Thus
Since there are possibilities for , the probability that there is a submatrix of with corank does not exceed
The last sum is maximal for It can be checked not to exceed . Therefore, the required probability is at most , which falls exponentially if Corollary 4: Let be an linear code. The number of codewords that project identically on any given -subset of is at most (2) for almost all codes.
Remark: As follows from experimental results in [8] and [29] , the number of code vectors with identical -subvectors on any fixed coordinates seems to be small even for finite values of , for instance, or greater. However, Algorithm 1 can also be applied to codes of small length. In this case, one can use properties of the code to estimate the size of the list , where is a given subset of coordinates. A clever choice of these sets enables one to construct very simple decoders for some codes. This approach was studied in [25] .
We conclude that the time complexity of covering-set decoding is determined by the quantity Let us formulate the properties of this algorithm as a theorem.
Theorem 5 [11] , [24] : The covering-set decoding for almost all codes performs minimum distance decoding. The decoding can be implemented by a sequential algorithm with time complexity at most where (3) and space complexity A parallel implementation of this algorithm requires a circuit of size and depth
For the discussion and some other applications of this algorithm see [8] , [29] , and [4] .
Remark: Versions of covering-set decoding have been discussed in the literature for about 30 years. For instance, a related algorithm based on random choice with bit swapping was suggested by J. Omura in 1969 (see [10, Sec. 3 
.2.4]).
Later covering-set decoding was discussed in connection with cryptanalysis of the McEliece cryptosystem (for the history see [29] ). However, the theoretical analysis of this decoding algorithm was made possible only by the pioneering work of Evseev mentioned in Section I and estimates similar to those of Lemma 3.
An improvement of this result was achieved in two steps in [14] , [15] . The idea in [14] is to organize the syndrome table more economically by computing the syndrome separately for the "left" and "right" part of the received vector Since we use this method in one of the steps of our algorithm, we give some further details.
Suppose for a while that the actual number of errors is Let us partition into two parts, and , and let be the corresponding partition of the parity-check matrix Any error vector with is a plausible candidate for the decoding output.
Assume, in addition, that the number of errors within the subset equals , where the numbers and are chosen in accordance with the natural restrictions For every possible -vector , compute the product and store it, together with the vector ,a sa n entry of the table
The total size of thus will be Likewise, form the table  of size and look for a pair of entries that add up to the received syndrome Therefore, for every given occurring in , we should inspect for the occurrence of One practical way to do this is to order with respect to the entries , whereupon its lookup can be accomplished by binary search in steps. However, in reality we know neither the number of errors nor their distribution. Therefore, we have to repeat the described procedure for several choices of and In doing so, we may optimize on the choice in order to reduce the total size of memory used for the tables and Since this size is a sum of two exponential functions, for every error distribution we must choose the point so that both tables are (roughly) equally populated. The size of the memory is then bounded as , where
For every choice of there are not more than different options for the choice of Hence, by repeatedly building the tables, though not more than times, we shall capture any distribution of errors and on each iteration use not more than memory bits. Finally, the entire procedure should be repeated for all until we find the error vector that has the "received" syndrome Let us give a more formal description of the algorithm. Note that in Step 3) this algorithm makes a call to a sorting subroutine. Suppose we need to order an array of binary vectors of length Sorting can be accomplished by a sequential algorithm (RAM computation) with both time and space complexity Alternatively, sorting an array can be implemented by a Boolean circuit of size and depth [13] , [23] . The complexity of sorting dominates the space complexity of split syndrome decoding and all algorithms dependent on it (punctured split syndrome decoding and supercode decoding, see below).
The properties of the algorithm can be summarized as follows.
Theorem 6 [14] : For most long linear codes the split syndrome decoding algorithm performs minimum-distance decoding. Its sequential implementation has for any code of rate time complexity and space complexity Its parallel implementation requires a Boolean circuit of size and depth Remark: Note that generally the split-syndrome algorithm is a way of generating a list of solutions of the equation of weight for a given Below we apply it to this general problem, not related directly to decoding.
The time complexity of the split-syndrome algorithm is smaller than the complexity of covering-set decoding for high code rates. For instance, for the complexity exponent of this algorithm is better than in (3) for Therefore, if we puncture the code (i.e., cast aside some of its parity symbols) so that its rate becomes large, we can gain in complexity by applying split syndrome decoding to the punctured code By Lemma 3 we may regard any symbols as parity ones provided that their number is less than This is the basic idea of the second improvement of covering-set decoding, undertaken in [15] . We shall call this algorithm punctured split syndrome decoding. The main result of [15] is expressed by the following theorem, which we state for Let with and , and let and be the values that furnish this minimum for a given rate Theorem 7 [15] : For most long binary linear codes the punctured split syndrome algorithm performs complete minimum-distance decoding. Its sequential implementation for a code of rate has time complexity and space complexity Remark: Setting the parameters and to values other than and , we can trade time complexity for space complexity. Taking and furnishes the minimum time complexity of the algorithm.
The formula for arbitrary is also immediate from [15] , though requires a few more lines (see [4] ). The complexity of punctured split syndrome decoding provides a uniform (for all codes rates) exponential improvement over covering-set decoding.
In the next section, we extend this approach and further reduce the complexity.
III. A SUPERCODE DECODING ALGORITHM
The basic idea of the new algorithm is to combine lists of candidates obtained after decoding of several "supercodes" of , i.e., linear codes such that We begin with an example that illustrates some of the ideas of the algorithm.
Example: The Binary Extended QR Code: We aim at constructing a decoder that corrects five errors. Suppose the first 24 coordinates form a message set of the code. Since the code is self-dual, the last 24 coordinates also form a message set. The decoding algorithm consists of two stages, one for each of the two choices of message sets. We only explain one of them; the other is symmetric.
Suppose the parity-check matrix is reduced to the form Finally, each record is formed by all error patterns of weight or less for which The decoding is repeated for each of the two message sets. For a given message set, we compile a list of error patterns that appear in three out of four tables in the record corresponding to the received syndrome Each error pattern is subtracted from the 24 coordinates of that correspond to the message part. The obtained message set is then encoded with the code. The decoding stops when we find a vector at a distance at most from
The total size of memory used by tables is 8 kbytes. The decoding requires about 3000 operations with binary vectors of length and seems to be the simplest known for this code. Note that the straightforward search over all error patterns of weight in the message part would require about two times more operations.
Let us pass to the general case. Basically, we use the same ideas, utilizing properties of long linear codes instead of specific short codes. We shall first outline the general algorithm and then give precise formulations and proofs of complexity estimates. The algorithm involves an (exponential) number of iterations. Each iteration is performed for a given information set with respect to and consists of steps of decoding different codes Let be the current decision which is updated in the course of the decoding. The initial value of is set to .
First, we describe what happens after we fix an information set with respect to the code Let be an parity-check matrix of Choose the basis of in such a way that is diagonal on , i.e., The idea is to look for the part of the syndrome least affected by errors. Let be an integer parameter whose value will be chosen later. Represent the matrix in the form Let be a received vector, i.e., , where is the closest codeword to
By the above discussion we may assume that Isolate the first coordinates of and denote by the linear code orthogonal to Let be the syndrome of with respect to Decoding in amounts to solving the equation (4) with respect to the unknown vector Suppose is represented as where is a -vector and is a -vector. Then in (4) we are looking for vectors satisfying (5) To build the list of solutions to this equation, we again use the split-syndrome algorithm. Suppose that we also know that and (below we abbreviate this as ). This restriction allows us to reduce the size of the list of solutions to (5 This algorithm rests on a number of assumptions. First, we have assumed that is an information set. In reality, however, is not to be found immediately; therefore, we may not be able to diagonalize the parity-check and generator matrices of Next we assumed that we are able to control the weight of errors on different parts of the received vector. Let us explain why these assumptions hold true.
Diagonalizing the Matrices: This is important for two purposes, namely, for decoding the codes and for reconstructing codewords of from message sets in the list To justify both procedures we refer to Lemma 3. The argument is much the same as in the case of covering-set decoding. The lemma implies that for sufficiently large we shall be able to "almost" diagonalize both and except for no more than coordinates (we omit precise constants because this quantity is not exponential in , and, therefore, they are irrelevant for the overall complexity estimate of our algorithm). Further, suppose we are given a list of candidates for the transmitted codeword
For each we form a list of at most codewords whose projection on a chosen -subset equals Since the size of will grow exponentially in , its order of magnitude is unscathed by adding a nonexponential term.
Distribution of Errors:
To ensure the desired distribution of errors we perform repeated random choice that with high probability constructs a covering design.
A covering design is a collection of -subsets of defined as follows:
In words: any -subset of is contained in at least one -subset from the collection The covering-set decoding algorithm is essentially a probabilistic method to construct the covering design Remark: An important observation is that the expression in (1) gives an exponentially tight bound on the size of the covering design [18] . Therefore, though one can think of many versions of covering-set decoding, asymptotic improvements of the complexity exponent of this algorithm based solely on coverings are impossible.
More generally, let us define a covering system as a collection of -tuples of pairwise-disjoint subsets of respective size with such that every -tuple of pairwise-disjoint subsets is contained in at least one element of in the sense that We denote such a covering system by In particular, which reflects the fact that coordinates for at least one choice of the partition are error-free.
Returning to supercode decoding, we observe that we need to find a partition of into a -subset with at most errors and an -subset. This -subset must have the property that once it is partitioned into consecutive segments, at least of them have at most errors. One can think of this construction as of covering systems with a common -part.
This construction is accomplished in two stages. In the first stage we construct a covering system (9) This is done by choosing a partition of into subsets of size and randomly and independently many times. The probability that one such choice does not generate the required distribution of errors equals Let be the number defined in (7) By repeating this choice independently times we ensure that the probability of failing to construct the covering system decays as Letting and , we obtain the estimate where (10)
The second stage is performed for each partition of generated in the first stage. Taking the second subset, we partition it into consecutive segments of length (except maybe the last, shorter, one). Every choice of this segment supplies us with a desired partition of into three parts. The total number of partitions equals Let us study the parameters of the covering system that is provided by the described construction. Each partition enables us to isolate the coordinates of We intend to perform the decoding of by solving (5), i.e., to form a list of vectors that satisfy it. The goal of this decoding is that, provided that the "true" error vector appears in for at least different indexes To achieve this, we compute the minimal value of such that -segments of the error vector cannot all be heavier than Since we obtain for the inequality Note that the greater the value of , the greater is the size of the resulting list of vectors that should be tested in further steps. Therefore, should be as small as possible. This justifies our choice of in (8) . This argument explains Steps 2) and 3) of the algorithm which achieve the goal of finding a partition with the sought error distribution.
We conclude this section by estimating the performance of our algorithm.
Theorem 8:
For almost all long linear codes the supercode algorithm performs complete minimum-distance decoding.
Proof: If all our assumptions about the code and the number of errors hold true, the "true" error vector will appear in at least lists for a certain choice of Then it will be included in the list and will be encoded on Step 7) into a code vector (a list of code vectors). Obviously, one of these code vectors is the transmitted one. It will be chosen as the decoding result if it is the closest to the received vector Therefore, decoding with the supercode algorithm can result in a wrong codeword, i.e., a codeword other than the transmitted one if one of the following events takes place.
1) The weight of the error is greater than 2) The correct code vector appears in one of the lists but is not the closest to the transmitted vector 3) Repeated random choice fails to produce a partition with the desired error distribution, i.e., to construct the covering system (9). For almost all codes, the first and second events form the part of the inherent error of any decoding algorithm (even exhaustive search would yield an error). The error probability of the complete maximum-likelihood decoding for most codes is known to behave as [20] . The third event occurs only with probability
We conclude that for almost all codes, except for a fraction of codes that decays exponentially in the code length, the decoding error probability up to terms behaves as the probability of the complete maximum-likelihood decoding.
In the next section we give some further details of the algorithm and estimate its complexity.
IV. THE COMPLEXITY OF THE ALGORITHM
Looking at the description of the supercode decoding algorithm, we see that Steps 1)-4) have algebraic complexity. The most computationally involved parts are Steps 5)-7). In this section we describe their implementation in detail and estimate their asymptotic complexity. Throughout the section we assume that the set of coordinates is fixed. We begin with Step 5) . Suppose that the values of and are fixed. Let us describe the process of solving (5) with respect to the unknown vector with To find a list of solutions of (5) we apply a version of split syndrome decoding.
Lemma 9:
The list of solutions of (5) with , where and satisfies (8) , can be compiled using the split syndrome algorithm. Both time and space complexity of this stage are bounded as , where (11) Proof: We only outline the proof since it is very similar to the proof of the main result in [14] . Suppose without loss of generality that the coordinates of have numbers
The idea of the proof is to examine successive partitions of the length into four subsets (12) of size respectively, where varies between and . We will look for error vectors satisfying (5) as follows. Assume that the number of errors on equals and the number of errors on equals , where
We again use the notation etc. For every vector compute the vector (13) and store it, together with the vectors and , as an entry of the table  The total size of  for given will be   Likewise, form the table  of size and look for a pair of entries that add up to the received syndrome This is accomplished exactly as suggested in [14] and discussed in Section II.
We again have to inspect all possible error distributions and for each of them select the value of so that the size of both tables is roughly the same.
Note that in our application of the split-syndrome algorithm we do not write out the lists explicitly. Instead, we propose to store pairs of lists that correspond to different partitions (12) of the message and check parts of codes
Since there are such codes, the total number of lists stored during Step 5) is at most
The size of each list is exponential in with the exponent given by (11) . This proves the final claim of the lemma.
It is quite essential for us not to write out the lists explicitly but store them as pairs of lists since the size can be much greater than the size of its "building blocks." This happens because each entry in can be coupled with many entries in to form error vectors in the list
We remark without further discussion that writing the lists out explicitly would yield an algorithm of complexity asymptotically equal to that of punctured split syndrome decoding (Theorem 7).
Remark: Note for future use that the maximal size of the list is bounded above as (14) in analogy with the original split syndrome decoding.
Thus we need to find intersections of the lists each of which is specified by two "halves," i.e., lists and Our goal is to find error vectors that appear in at least out of the lists , where is a constant that depends only on the rate of the code Therefore, we can afford examining all the possible groups of lists. The complexity of constructing the intersection of a given group of lists is the sum of the number of operations needed to compute the intersection and the size of the resulting list. The number of operations is estimated in the following lemma.
Lemma 10: The intersection of given lists can be computed in time of order
The size of the memory used by the computation is at most
Proof: See Appendix.
The output of this computation is a set of blocks of the form (see (22) in the Appendix). The resulting list of error patterns is obtained by concatenating every "left" error vector with every "right" vector in the same block. To compute the list , subtract every such error pattern from the corresponding coordinates of the received vector Let us estimate the size of For this we use the following lemma.
Lemma 11:
Let be an code of rate Suppose is a set of size and let be the number of codewords of in this set. Then (15) for all codes except for an fraction of them.
According to the remark in Section I, to be more formal, we should consider the ensemble of random -ary linear codes with and a sequence of sets with Then the statement of the lemma means that as , the quantity as a function of and behaves as in (15) for all codes except for an fraction of them. The proof can be written in these terms, but the notation becomes complicated.
Proof: Number all vectors in from to and let or according as the th vector is contained in or not. Then E E If the th vector is all-zero, then E ; otherwise, the probability that this vector satisfies random check equations is , which also equals E Therefore, E Let be such that E We want to estimate the fraction of bad codes (codes that do not satisfy the lemma) by using th-order moments of the quantity They were computed in [5] . From [5, Proposition 2] Note that the decrease rate of the fraction of "bad" codes, i.e., codes that do not satisfy the statement of this lemma, is quite important for us since we are going to choose the order of codes and need the estimate (15) to hold for all of them at a time. A more accurate estimate shows that this decay rate can be brought down to
The last lemma allows us to estimate the size of the list of those vectors that appear in at least of the codes , see (6) .
Corollary 12:
For almost all codes and almost all choices of supercodes , the size of the list is at most where the function is defined in (11) .
Proof: Let be a vector. For any we can (almost) uniquely compute the parity checks with respect to each code Therefore, the probability for to be contained in has the same order that the probability for a certain vector to have given syndromes with respect to different codes Note that for a fixed code from the ensemble, the probability that a vector satisfies (5), i.e., is contained in a given coset, does not depend on the coset. Thus the probability equals the probability that a given vector is contained in codes , say The last probability equals redundancy of By Lemma 3, the total number of independent checks in any of codes is at least Now let us apply Lemma 11, taking Then This completes the proof.
We are now able to estimate the complexity of Step 6 of the algorithm.
Lemma 13:
The time complexity of implementing Step 6) of the algorithm has the exponential order The space complexity is bounded above by Proof: As said before Lemma 10, the complexity of Step 6) is a sum of two terms. The first term is estimated in Lemma 10. The second term is the size of the resulting list, estimated in the previous corollary. The complexity of this step is estimated from above by the sum of these two exponential functions. Therefore, the exponent of the time complexity of this step is at most the maximum of the two exponents.
Combining Lemmas 9, 13, and (10), we can prove our final result.
Theorem 14:
The supercode decoding algorithm for almost all long linear codes of rate performs minimum-distance decoding. The time complexity of its sequential implementation for almost all codes is at most , where (16) and the functions and are defined in (10) and (11), respectively. The optimization parameters are restricted to (17) The space complexity of the algorithm is estimated from above as A parallel implementation of the algorithm requires a Boolean circuit of size and depth
Proof: The complexity of Steps 2)-4) is algebraic and contributes only to terms in the exponent. Let us estimate the complexity of Step 7). As said in the beginning of this section, for each vector we compute a list of at most code vectors that agree with it in the -part. If one of these vectors, say , is closer to the received vector than the current decision , we update it by assigning Thus Step 7) has time complexity of the same exponential order as Step 6) . Therefore, by Lemma 13 we see that the most time-consuming steps of the algorithm are Steps 6) and 7).
The entire sequence of steps is repeated times. Therefore, the complexity exponent of the algorithm equals , given by (10), plus the exponent found in
Lemma 13. The parameters should be chosen to minimize this value. The first of inequalities (17) is obvious; the second is implied by the definition of Remark: The remark made after Theorem 7 carries over to this theorem. In our calculations below we always choose the values of the parameters that furnish the minimum to in (16) .
The asymptotic complexity of the algorithm is exponentially smaller that the best known result [15] for any and any code rate
The complexity exponents of the algorithms mentioned in this paper for binary codes are shown in Fig. 1 (plots of this form have been recurrent in papers on decoding complexity since [19] ).
Let us write out an explicit expression for the complexity exponent for binary codes where the parameters are restricted to the range (17) . At the bottom of this page we also give a short table of values of functions for Note that curves are not symmetric with respect to and have the maximum at Thus the asymptotic complexity of the supercode decoding algorithm is less than the complexity of all other hard-decision decoding methods known.
A final remark concerns comparing the suggested decoding algorithm with decoding using syndrome trellises. One should keep in mind that trellis decoding solves a more general problem, namely, decoding of codes used over arbitrary memoryless (not necessarily discrete) channels. However, since trellis decoding can be obviously applied to our problem and since studying trellis complexity of block codes has been recently given considerable attention, it seems in order to compare the two methods. It is known that for almost all linear block codes the complexity of syndrome trellis decoding equals [31] . Therefore, for almost all codes syndrome trellis decoding is much more difficult than any of the hard-decision decoding algorithms with reduced complexity mentioned in Section II. 
V. CONCLUDING REMARKS
We have studied information set decoding algorithms for linear codes. The algorithms rely heavily on the ensemble properties of codes; therefore, we can only prove "almost all"-type results. Our decoding algorithm, which has the lowest asymptotic complexity among other methods known, develops the ideas of the covering-set decoding algorithm of [11] and [24] . We wish to reiterate the remark made in Section III: as follows from classical results on coverings, asymptotic improvements of covering-set decoding based solely on refining the covering designs used in the algorithm are impossible. Therefore, methods of this kind, however attractive in applications, for instance, for finding low-weight codewords in a code, leave no hope with respect to general results. To obtain an asymptotic improvement of complexity of coveringset decoding, one needs to combine this algorithm with another method that has smaller complexity. The only method known to achieve this in general is split syndrome decoding of [14] (Algorithm 2 above). This improvement holds only for code rates close to one. Using this method in combination with covering-set decoding (e.g., on punctured codes) accounts for all asymptotically better results than those of [11] and [24] . APPENDIX PROOF OF LEMMA 10 We are given lists Each list is stored as a pair of tables where each table consists of records of the form (18) Here is the value of the partial syndrome computed from the expression of the form (13) . The syndrome and vectors will be given the index or depending on the table in which they are contained.
The procedure of computing the common part of the lists consists of steps. In each step we compute a pairwise intersection of lists. The input of each step is two pairs of tables. Every table is formed by the records of the form (18) . The output of each step is also a table of this form. Let be the intersection of lists and Then for the given lists we compute in succession (19) Note that the memory used in each step is determined by the size of a larger input, i.e., has the order at most In particular, this is an upper bound on the size of the output of each step.
Therefore, we only need to describe how to find For this we use the following subroutine. 1) Order with respect to the entries and with respect to
The resulting lists have the following form: (20) Note that there are many error patterns that correspond to one and the same partial syndrome, cf. the discussion following Lemma 9. As in Step 4) of the split-syndrome algorithm, we shall examine the table of "right" partial syndromes
For each syndrome find a corresponding partial syndrome such that where is the syndrome of the received vector with respect to the chosen checks for code
The output of this step is a table that consists of blocks of the form (21) one for every obtained value (since we are only interested in finding information vectors that appear in several lists, we discard the check parts of error vectors). We observe that the number of blocks in table is bounded above by The time and space complexity of this step has the order at most 2) The previous step is repeated with respect to the list The output is a table of the form (21) , but based on check equations of code The complexity of this step is the same as that of Step 1).
3) For every block , find its intersection with every block of This is done separately for the "left" and "right" error vectors. Namely, take the first block Find vectors in this block that also occur in the first or in the second, etc., block
Other vectors from the block are discarded. Then repeat this with respect to vectors of the block. The output of this step is a table formed by blocks (22) This table is the desired intersection Note that we keep both values of partial syndromes only to label the block of error vectors. Otherwise, the form of the block is the same as in (21) and can be used as a part of the input for the computation of The other part of the input is obtained by performing the split-syndrome algorithm on the third code (i.e., with respect to ). The resulting list of error patterns in found from the table obtained in the final step of the procedure. To form this list, concatenate every "left" part with every "right" part in the same block.
Let us estimate the complexity of this procedure. The time needed to implement it equals times the complexity of computing
To find this intersection, we have, according to the procedure described, to compute the intersection of a block in the table with all blocks in and repeat this for all blocks in Note that all the blocks are ordered with respect to the entries and Therefore, finding vectors common to a pair of blocks by binary search can be accomplished in time of order equal to the size of the smaller one of the blocks. Thus to compute all the intersections for a given block in one needs at most the total size of , i.e., the order of operations; see (14) . The overall time of intersecting and is bounded above as (23) since contains not more than blocks. This estimate is also valid for any of the steps in (19) following the first step which we have just examined. Therefore, function (23) gives the exponential estimate up to terms of the overall time complexity of computing the intersection of any given lists. The space complexity of this computation is of order at most Note that in the proof we have implicitly assumed that parts of error vectors in the lists have one and the same length. Generally, we also need to examine error vectors of different lengths since the split-syndrome algorithm generates pairs of lists for every division of the code length into two parts. We omit full details because the notation becomes too complicated. Instead, we remark that the intersection of a pair of lists with entries of different length is formed by those vectors of shorter length that appear as prefixes (suffixes) of longer error vectors. Note that this adds at most a polynomial factor to the complexity estimates.
